Abstract. We present a method for fast and automatic labeling of anatomical structures in MR FastView localizer images, which can be useful for automatic MR examination planning. FastView is a modern MR protocol, that provides larger planning fields of view than previously available with isotropic 3D resolution by scanning during continuous movement of the patient table. Hence, full 3D information is obtained within short acquisition time. Anatomical labeling is done by registering the images to a statistical atlas created from training image data beforehand. The statistical atlas consists of a statistical model of deformation and a statistical model of grey value appearance. It is generated by non-rigid registration and principal component analysis of the resulting deformation fields and registered images. Labeling of an unseen FastView image is done by non-rigid registration of the image to the statistical atlas and propagating the labels from the atlas to the image. In our implementation, the statistical models of deformation and appearance are both implemented on the GPU (graphics processing unit), which permits computing the atlas based labeling using GPU hardware acceleration. The running times of about 10 to 30 seconds are of the same magnitude as the image acquisition itself, which allows for practical usage in clinical MR routine.
Introduction
In current clinical MR practice, it is desirable to have more automation and standardization of the examination workflows. Automation of manual tasks like slice positioning, coil selection, adaptations of sequence parameters, etc. would reduce the need for highly trained technical operators. It would also lead to more reproducibility, more comparability and shorter examination slots, which in turn increases the overall utilization of the scanner. Solutions based on image processing from fast pre-scan acquisitions for the automation of manual steps are highly appreciated. To name but a few of these methods, van der Kouwe et al. [1] presented a solution for reproducible MR head scan planning using a human brain atlas. Peschl [2] showed a method for the spine. In [3] a method for automatic liver scan planning from fast localizer scans was published.
This paper presents an algorithm for fast and automatic labeling of anatomical structures in fast MR whole-body pre-scans. We aim at a complete labeling or multi-organ segmentation of the patient's torso for an automation of the MR exam with respect to complex positioning, marking, reading and reporting features. The performance of the applications should be competitive with a human operator in terms of speed and precision. This requires a fast imaging protocol and a fast segmentation algorithm. The FastView protocol is a good basis for the anatomical labeling with the purpose of the desired applications as it provides full 3D information, large field of view, sufficient resolution (5 mm isotropic) and fast acquisition (about 20 seconds). It is a modern proton-density weighted 2D axial acquisition technique during continuous movement of the patient table similar to [4] and [5] . Keil et al. [6] already used this protocol for an estimation of the patient's position and orientation.
The labeling resp. segmentation algorithm uses a statistical atlas of deformation and appearance of the human torso, which captures the averages and main modes of variation in shape and intensity. The atlas is created from a set of representative training data instances. Registration of an unseen data set to the statistical atlas, which is accomplished by finding the deformation field and appearance that 'best' fits the data set, yields the anatomical labeling or multi-organ segmentation by label propagation.
Atlas based segmentation has been abundantly used throughout medical image segmentation literature. Most publications have been made in human brain image segmentation and diagnosis. Talairach presented an atlas with a complete reference coordinate system for the human brain [7] . Cootes introduced active shape models and active appearance models and published their application to atlas based matching in [8] . Rueckert proposed statistical analysis of the using non-rigid deformation fields for the creation of a statistical atlas [9] of the brain. Zhou and Bai [10] created an abdominal atlas from CT scans and used it in a fuzzy-connectedness approach for identification of abdominal organs. Park et al. [11] used a probabilistic abdominal atlas for supervised multi-organ segmentation from CT scans. To the best of our knowledge this paper is the first to create an atlas from whole-body MR images of the complete human torso, although with moderate resolution, and use it for multi-organ segmentation or anatomical labeling.
Building the Statistical Atlas

Training Data Acquisition and Preprocessing
For the statistical atlas, a representative group of 31 volunteers is scanned using the FastView protocol. The images are acquired with a resolution of 5 mm isotropic and an axial field of view of 1000 mm. The training group is selected in a way that ensures that a possibly large portion of natural variation is captured, which means that volunteers of different ages, sex and stature are scanned using different scanner devices with different hardware and B 0 field strengths. The images are first cropped and transformed to a common coordinate frame. As the arm positions of the volunteers during the acquisition are arbitrary, which can have harmful effects on the non-rigid registrations, the images are preprocessed with an automatic arm stripping algorithm. Further processing is done with pure torso images, as shown in figure 2. The image intensities are also normalized by piecewise linear scaling such that the peaks of the two-modal histograms coincide.
Non-rigid Inter-Subject Registration
Modeling natural variation requires establishing spatial correspondence among the training image data sets from the volunteers. This is done implicitly by performing non-rigid registrations of all data sets to a reference data set.
The non-rigid transformation is set up by a global affine transformation and a local free-form transformation. For the free-form transformation, a regular 3D control grid is superimposed onto the image. The deformation of a single point is given by the deformations of the control grid with a cubic B-spline tensor product interpolation. This ensures both smoothness and local support of the deformation coefficients, which is similar to the deformation used by Rueckert et al. in [9] . The similarity measure of choice for inter-subject registration of MR images is mutual information [12] , based upon minimizing histogram entropy and allowing for variations of contrast among different subjects.
The registration process is driven by a a cost function, which combines a normalized mutual information term N M I with an additional regularization term summing up the squared norm of differences of adjacent control point shifts v i , which is similar to the well-known diffusion regularizer. This regularization term punishes 'unnatural' or rupturing deformations. A third term considers predefined correspondences, so called manual landmarks LM . The cost function reads as follows with the empirical constants λ and γ:
where T is the non-rigid deformation, N B is the 27-neighborhood on the grid of control points, v i is the movement of control point i, LM is the set of all manual landmarks, x i is a landmark in the reference image and x i in the data image. λ and γ are empirical coefficients that weight the different terms. The cost function is minimized using a gradient descent optimization with adaptive step length. This procedure increases the step length as long as the value decreases steadily, but decreases its step length if not. The registration is implemented using a multi-scale approach, starting with a coarse resolution of image data and control grid points and gradually refining the image data and the grid resolution. The maximum resolution of the control grid is 20 mm, i.e. one grid point for 4 voxels.
Statistical Model of Deformation
Registering all image data sets I i to a reference data set I ref produces n non-rigid transformations T i and n registered data sets I i (T i
T i contains an affine part M i and a free-form part d i , with the coefficients of the control grid point shifts. Since statistical analysis is to be performed exclusively on the free-form part, all affine content is removed from the d i beforehand.
Statistical models of deformation [9] extend the concepts of active shape models. Instead of performing statistical analysis on point coordinates, principal component analysis is directly calculated on the deformation fields d i . This yields the linear model:
whered is the average deformation field, Φ d a matrix whose columns contain the principal deformations and d the feature vector with the weights of the principal components. Setting the entries of the feature vector d to a range within ±3 √ λ i produces valid deformation fields within a ±3σ i interval of the implicit multivariate Gaussian distribution. Those deformation fields can be used to warp unseen image data for registration to the atlas. Figure 1 shows images of the final atlas and the statistical model of deformation.
Statistical Model of Appearance
The variety of the intensity appearances of identical organs in different subjects is handled by a statistical model of appearance, which is set up by performing principal component analysis on the pixelwise intensity values of the registered data sets I i (T i ). In contrast to active appearance models [13] or [14] , however, the appearance statistics are kept independent of the deformation model without correlation. This is motivated by the fact that the intensity appearance of an image may be strongly influenced by external effects like the actual scanner hardware, e.g. coils, the basic magnetic field etc. and not only by the proton densities of the actual organs. As many of these effects are obviously independent of the deformation fields, they should be treated differently in order to keep the atlas free from biases. The last three columns of figure 1 show three modes of the statistical model of appearance.
Application of the Atlas for Fast Anatomical Labeling
Labeling resp. segmentation of an unseen data set is done by registering the data set to the statistical atlas and propagating the anatomical labels from the atlas to the unseen data set. First, an outline of the registration algorithm is given followed by a description of a fast implementation using programmable GPU hardware.
Atlas Based Registration
The labeling algorithm consists of 3 phases: First, a rough affine offset registration of the unseen image I uns to the statistical atlas is computed by aligning the bounding boxes of binary images created from the data. Next, the affine transformation M , the instance of the deformation field d and the intensity appearance a of the atlas are calculated which best map I uns to the atlas I atlas . Finally, the labels of the anatomical structures are propagated to I uns using the registration result.
The registration result is found by minimizing the following distance cost function:
where x i are the world coordinates of pixel i and w i a specific weight for the influence of pixel i to the registration. This is particularly important for certain structures of high variation, like head, legs or stomach, which should not affect organs with small variation like the lungs. If w i is set to 1 σ(xi) 2 , the squared standard deviation of each pixel in the training images, a Gaussian distance between the atlas and I uns is obtained. Final division by the total sum of weights normalizes the distance measure with respect to the overlap size of I atlas and I uns .
The iterative registration algorithm repeats the following steps: First, an intensity instance I atlas of the atlas is created using the appearance feature values a i . An instance d of the deformation field is computed from the deformation feature values d i . The unseen image I uns is warped using the affine offset M and the free-form deformation d followed by the computation of the distance measure between I atlas and I uns . This is repeated until the optimum has been found.
The registration runs in a hierarchical top-down way, starting with a coarse resolution and gradual refinement. A Gauss-Newton optimization scheme is chosen, with numerical derivatives being computed using symmetric differences. Gauss-Newton requires the image to be divided into blocks for which the distance measure values are calculated in parallel. 
GPU Based Implementation
A basic implementation of the registration algorithm is slow, because each warping step requires B-spline tensor computations for each voxel. However, modern computer graphics hardware provides enormous floating-point, parallel computation and interpolation power off the shelf. This potential has proven to be powerful for general purpose computations like image registration [15] . Although warping the images by means of a fragment shader on the GPU results in an enormous performance boost, each warp requires the deformation field being transferred from memory to the graphics card and the warped volume being transferred back, which unnecessarily slows down the computation. Therefore, all image based computation steps are implemented as fragment shaders on the GPU, including the generation of a deformation field instance, (i.e. evaluating equation 2), generation of an intensity instance of the atlas, warping and evaluation of the distance function. This reduces data transfer between GPU and memory to the parameter values of the optimization and the values of the similarity measure resp. cost function. See figure 3 for an overview of the data flow and components of computation. All data needed for the registration, i.e. atlas data, image data, matrix data, etc. are stored using float textures in the GPU memory, which minimizes data traffic and boosts performance.
Results and Discussion
Validation of the atlas based segmentations is done by placing anatomical landmarks in all data sets. Between 2 and 4 landmark points per organ of interest are used. Reproducibility is studied by repeating the placements multiple times and with different operators. The mean positions of these landmarks are then Fig. 4 . This figure shows two registration results: from left to right, the original images, the warped images, the best fitting instances of the atlas, difference images and slice images of propagated labels for heart, kidneys, spine and liver. considered to be the ground truth. The standard deviations were about 10.4 mm. The performance of the atlas based registrations and labelings is assessed by calculating the displacements of the propagated landmark positions to the ground truth. All tests are performed in leave-all-in and leave-one-out scenarios. Leave-all-in means that the atlas is built from all data sets and then compared to the result of the registration of one of those data sets. Table 1 gives an overview of the results.
Average calculation times are about 10-30 seconds depending on the number of modes being used. Evidently, the results improve with an increasing number of modes. Overall, the deviations converge to a σ resp. 2σ interval of the ground truth for the leave-all-in resp. leave-one-out case.
Conclusion and Future Work
We presented a method for fast anatomical labeling in FastView MR localizer images. The results are promising and suitable for the desired applications. As for further applications, more exactness may be needed, future work will focus on improving the data basis of the atlas, which will lead to an atlas with more generalization ability. Considering its leave-one-out performance, the atlas would certainly benefit from additional training data. Another issue will be to further enhance performance by switching from numerical to analytical derivatives calculated on the GPU. Future work will also consider a final fine-tuning segmentation of the anatomical labels, using local histogram measures and shape priors. Currently, the search space of the registration is constrained to the space of valid deformation instances of the atlas. In the future this could be extended to a free non-rigid registration guided by a deformation prior imposed by the statistical model of deformation.
